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Ode to Our Wild Feminine SoulsThis provocative book invites you to create your own spiritual
path based on often-suppressed ancient principles and contemporary practices. Using the
elements (earth, water, fire, air, ether) rather than traditional patriarchal hierarchies, this “holy
book” is designed to connect each individual to their universal — but often denied — powers.
Wild woman Danielle Dulsky takes you deep as she explores and embraces sacred feminine
archetypes such as the Mother Goddess, the Crone, and the Maiden. Join her as she guides
you to envision and explore a world that enriches and supports your spirit, body, and mind as
well as our global community and the Earth.



PRAISE FOR THE HOLY WILD“This book is an untamed, graceful invitation to taste the wild not
yet lived. Brave and intimately connected to the gospel of the natural world, it reveals a
reemerging path that has often been hidden and overlooked in modern society. It holds medicine
for a broken paradigm and common sense for those who desire to live beautifully, empowered
and free.”— Tanya Markul, author of The She Book“‘I will speak to you directly, for you are a Wolf-
Woman of my bloodline and we share the same language, the heathen Mother Tongue of the
wild word.’ These words from Danielle Dulsky’s The Holy Wild sing to the inner realms of who
and what I stand for. I run with the wolves and howl relentlessly to proclaim and own my
individual voice and my passion and my walk as the eternal woman who walks on water and
eats roses and becomes nature Herself. The Holy Wild inspires us to wear the magnificence that
is our true garb and not the unnecessary superficial veils that hide our insecurities, caused by
deep wounds. To truly heal and become transformed is the reason for our presence here, and
Danielle’s words are a manifesto of this reality. Let our feminine mystique shine, be alive, and be
our eternal soul swords. If you wish to become your own femininity, this book will be a
monumental help for you to be able to scream and play in the wilderness of your Self.”—
Manoshi Chitra Neogy,“I’ve long admired Danielle Dusky for her wild, authentic dedication to
waking the wild and authentic in women, as these are the very attributes that will save us
individually and on a global level. The Holy Wild is her gutsy and glorious offering to help
dismantle a killer patriarchal system; it’s her unbridled, undomesticated howl at the moon to
wake us and shake us all back to our Goddess-given, soul-driven life. Danielle is a heroine who
is determined to live her wild, aching truth, and in so doing, she strikes a match in her reader to
do the same.”— Sarah Durham Wilson, teacher and writer“Danielle Dulsky has brewed another
deliciously soul-gasmic book filled with truth. The Witches are waking, and it is teachers like
Danielle that will help guide this wild rising into the depths of realms hidden within us all.”—
Juliet Diaz, founder of The School of Witchery“I sank into The Holy Wild like a seed into fertile,
warm soil, and I was watered to my roots, shown how to flower, and sung into seeds flying free.
Grab this book and savor it. It’s a breathtaking achievement — thorough, practical, and straight
from the heart and womb of the Mother.”— Susun Weed, Peace Elder, High Priestess of the
Goddess, and author of the Wise Woman Herbal series“[Danielle Dulsky] recalibrates haunting
pasts and remembers what is now becoming a stunning realization: here, right here, in the
mangle of the material, in the queer stirrings of telluric critters, in the murky depths of silent
waters, in the wintry spirituality of the desolate, in the graceful appearing of moon, is the
sacred.”— from the foreword by Bayo Akomolafe, PhD, author of These Wilds Beyond Our
FencesALSO BY DANIELLE DULSKYWoman Most Wild:Three Keys to Liberating the Witch
WithinNew World Library14 Pamaron WayNovato, California 94949Copyright © 2018 by
Danielle DulskyAll rights reserved. This book may not be reproduced in whole or in part, stored
in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means — electronic, mechanical, or
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Initiative.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1To all the wild placesThe Closest to PrayerI dreamt of a Crone
with sharp teeth and tough skin.She bit down to my bone but found no sin.I wasn’t afraid:
“Please tell me your name!Where have you prayed? Have you no shame?”This Witch hissed,
and she painted my face with cold mudThen she kissed where she’d bitten and lapped up the
blood.“When do you pray?” I asked of her then.“By night and by day, as only we can.”“What do
you mean, you vicious old beast?Who is your God? Tell me, at least.”“The bark and the stone,
the wind, and the fire.The flesh and the bone, the grief and the ire,The brook and the bird, their
land hums my prayer.So long have I heard the Holy Wild sung there.”“Why did you bite me?
Answer me that!Was it only to spite me? To taste of my fat?”“I bit you to wake you, my Priestess,
my dear.Lest a sweeter dream take you but tame you by fear.”I opened my eyes, and I was
alone.Back in disguise and missing the Crone.To hear her dare speak of the breeze, brook, and
flame;It’s the closest to prayer that I’ve ever came.ContentsForeword by Bayo Akomolafe,
PhDIntroduction: Her GenesisThe Book of EarthCHAPTER 1: EARTH VERSESThe Priestess of
the Wild Earth Archetype: Meeting the Sovereign MaidenPrayer of the Underworld Goddess
Returned: My Muddy Wings Are WideParable of Eden’s Lost Heroine: Revisioning LilithBlessed
Be These Many Gardens: Where She Ripped Up Her RootsRebellion as Reclamation: The
Forbidden Fruit of the Wild FeminineInitiation in Sacred Solitude: Walking the Red RoadThe Red
Road: A Parable of Feminine FortitudeComing Home to the Wilds: Building the Living AltarIn
This House, I Brew with Crone MagickHallowed Be Your Heathen Heart: Toward a More Soulful,
Earthen JoyCHAPTER 2: EARTH RITUALSYour Inner Earth Altar: A Ritual for the Everyday
WarrioressBlessing the Forbidden Fruit: A Ritual of Rebellious NourishmentRepowering the
Witch: A Ritual for Healing the Feminine Soul-WoundThe Road to Manifestation: A Ritual of
Movement AlchemyPriestess Rising from Ground: A Ritual of Self-InitiationTo Wed Sacred
Solitude: A Soul-Marriage Ritual for the Too-Much WomanBedtime Incantations: A Ritual Prayer
for the Pilgrim PriestessCHAPTER 3: EARTH MAGICKThe Lilith Mandala: A Magick Spell for
Welcoming What ComesPathworking in the Underworld: Meeting the Goddess BelowBody



Prayer of the Shadow: A Moving-Magick Practice of IntegrationPathworking and Forgiving the
Maiden: Return to the Underworld-GardenEarth Reflection and Final Prayer: Embracing the
Between TimesLost Verses of the Holy Feminine: I Will Not Be LostThe Book of
WaterCHAPTER 4: WATER VERSESThe Maiden of the Unbridled Sensual Archetype: Calling
Home Our Authentic JoyTale of the Prodigal Temptress: Revisioning SalomeThe Holiness of Our
Desire: Honoring Our Most Soulful WantsCome to the Waters, Priestess of the Holy Obscene:
Psalm of Wild LongingOur Wild Art and Unbridled Sensuality: Embodying the Crone-
MermaidFreya’s Battle of the Beasts: Communing with the Artist’s Underwater ShadowThe
Maiden’s Moon: Hope and Longing at the Water’s EdgeCHAPTER 5: WATER RITUALSThe
Temple of the Maiden’s Body: Four Seasonal Rituals for Reclaiming WorthSacral Healing
through Integration: Ritual Body Prayers for the Energetic WombDance of the Seven Masks: A
Ritual UnveilingWe Belong to the Water: A Three-Part Ritual of Communion, Cleansing, and
SucculenceDivination by Art: A Ritual of Reclaiming CreativityThirteen Days of Spiraling
Through: A Strategic Ritual SadhanaBenediction of the Rooted Erotic: A Ritual Morning Prayer
of Maiden FerocityCHAPTER 6: WATER MAGICKCrafting the Cosmic Egg: Manifestation
Magick for the Wild MaidenOur Wildness, Our Masterpiece: A Practical Magick Elixir for the
Underwater CreatrixDreaming the Watery Maidenscape: A Vision-Tale of Feminine
RedemptionMaking Holy Water: Evening Blessing Prayer of the Ocean Maiden Come to
ShoreWater Reflection and Final Prayer: To the Maiden Who Has Worn Many MasksLost Verses
of the Holy Feminine: Charge of the Magick MakerThe Book of FireCHAPTER 7: FIRE
VERSESThe Prophetess of the Wildfire Archetype: Reclaiming the FlamesPilgrimage to the
Wisdom Keeper: Revisioning the Mother of BabylonThe Ire of the Priestess: The Merit of
Righteous RagePromise of the Red-Hooded Prophet: To Those Who Have Spat upon MeWith
This Blood, I Thee Wed: Timely Vows from Earth’s Witch-BrideMother Magick and Rage’s
Transmutation: To Wear the Crown of SerpentsThis Is What Our Power Looks LikeBlessed Be
the Hearth-Holding Women: The Heathens’ Right to RestCHAPTER 8: FIRE RITUALSThese
Guts Are Mine: A Ritual for Healing the WillVerses of the Beast Within: Ritual Morning Prayer of
the ProphetessThis Rage Is Ours: A Communal Ritual of Glorious ValidationOur Shared
Crucible: A Three-Part Ritual of Deep TransmutationPyromancy of the Prophetess: A Ritual of
Divination by FirelightYour Rune Bones: A Ritual Divination by BodyPower Proverbs: Spoken
Affirmation Rituals for the Holy HeathenCHAPTER 9: FIRE MAGICKToward a Truer Magick:
Spell Building for the Willful WitchThe Funeral Pyre for What Was: A Magick Spell of Letting
GoDemystifying the Demoness: Pathworking for the Inner WildlingVows of the Flame-Tending
Women: Fire Magick of Voice and VictoryFire Reflection and Final Prayer: Fanning These
FlamesLost Verses of the Holy Feminine: Love Me Like a Witch Loves the MoonThe Book of
AirCHAPTER 10: AIR VERSESThe Witch of Sacred Love Archetype: Waking the Holy
HealerMyth of the Red-Hooded Widow: Revisioning the MagdaleneThe Wisdom of the Sacred
Masculine: Learning the Language of the HunterStirring the Cauldron of Relationship: Invocation
of the Healer-PriestessHear My Reddest Prayer: Lament of the Wild SeekerCircles of Red-



Hooded Women: Sisterhood and the Distate for IllusionThe Bare Bones of a Priestess Circle:
Fusing the Joints with BreathHealing Salve for the Lonely Witch: Parable of the Lost SisterBridge
Lines of the Cosmic Web: Weaving the WayA Prayer Spoken and a Promise Broken: Vows from
One Witch to AnotherWhere the Wind Finds Us: Heathen Hilltop MemoriesCHAPTER 11: AIR
RITUALSBody Prayer for the Hardened Heart: A Postbetrayal Movement RitualHarvesting the
Hunter: A Wild Divination Ritual to Honor the Sacred MasculineRescuing the Mother’s Twin: A
Ritual Mission of Reclaiming VoiceHearing the Ancient Heartbeat: A Ritual for Mending
Humanity’s Holy WoundRekindling the Spiral Flame: A Ritual of Earth IntimacyCircle-Craft:
Communal Ritual for Tuning to the VibrationThis Is How We Heal: Brewing Our Own MedicineI
See You: A Blessing Prayer for the Lonely BabeCHAPTER 12: AIR MAGICKThe Curriculum of
the Soul: Becoming the Wild TeacherMeeting the Magdalene: A Pathworking Experience for the
Sovereign WomanTo Teach with Grace: Affirmation Magick for She Who Is WiseRise Up,
Jezebel: The Magick of CommunityAir Reflection and Final Prayer: Our Heart-to-Spirit
MarriageGive Me a Death Ritual: At the Request of the Seer-PoetessThe Book of
EtherCHAPTER 13: ETHER VERSESMeeting the Holy Seeker: The Spirituality of the HagThe
Queen of the Ethereal Divine Archetype: The Wise Woman SpeaksConfessions of a Hunted
Witch: Revisioning JezebelNo More, for the Hunt Has Ended: Spit Song of the CroneEnvisioning
a New and Wild Truth: To the Next Generation of Wisdom KeepersWhen She Comes Home: A
Bedtime StoryFor Once, She Is Sure: To Build a Heathen TempleAn Incantation for the Vibrant
Dead: To the Ghosts Who HauntCHAPTER 14: ETHER RITUALSOn the Edges of Joy and
Meaning: A Ritual for the Sovereign ProphetessBinding Sight to Spirit: A Ritual of Embodied
DivinityFeminine Power Lost, Feminine Power Regained: A Ritual Drama between SistersThe
Five Actions of the She-Gods: Ritual Vows for the Heathen SpiralA Witch’s Weather: A Simple
Ritual for the Humble PriestessPsalm of the Warrior Crone: Ritual Poetry for the
WandererCHAPTER 15: ETHER MAGICKBeginning a Conversation with the Others: Developing
a Practice of PathworkingMeeting the One Who Waits: Simple Pathworking for the Wakeful
DreamerShielding the Psychic Warrior: Practical Magick for the EmpathCrowning the Feminine
Face of God: A Spell to Claim Our Heathen BirthrightCrone Spells: Handcrafted Magick for the
Solitary WitchThe Right to Rest: Comfort Magick for the Modern WitchHear Me, Heathen:
Magick Words for the Untamed WomanEther Reflection and Final Prayer: The Spirit Wakes
WildAt Home in All the Spaces BetweenConclusion: Her RevelationAppendix: Further Study for
Women’s Groups, Covens, and Other Wild CirclesAcknowledgmentsNotesAdditional
ResourcesIndexAbout the AuthorForewordThe picture our teachers, pastors, parents, and
media painted for us young West African kids was that our past was without controversy —
bright and sunny — from the moment when the Christian Bible touched our borderlands and
changed us forever. Before that singular moment, everything was dark and beastly and sore, our
lands reeking with the fumes of unholy alchemy and superstition, the damned genius of the
Witch and the Pagan gods and demons that knew her in her filth. Today, this glorious day, we
could celebrate their eternal incarceration, they told me. Those of us who had power from above



could stand on the heads of snakes, the writhing Lilithian figures that hid in the shadows, and
drink their poison without fear of harm.Growing up in the heavily Christianized Protestant south
of Nigeria meant that I was part of a megachurch of charismatic evangelicals and got to witness
many “casting out” sessions where the Man of God would sprinkle holy oil or water on a wild,
screaming girl who had just confessed to being a Witch. The images of thrashing limbs, carnal
confessions of nefarious nightly deeds, and tearful surrender are indelibly seared on my mind. I
did not doubt that the tales were true; and that if one were to dream of flying on a broomstick, or
to eat a sumptuous meal at ungodly hours, or to comb one’s hair in the dream, one was being
initiated into the cult of Wild Ones. Threaded through the everyday was therefore a watchfulness,
an impulse to flee the carnality of the body, to assert the lasting dominance of the masculine, to
weaponize the borders of the city — the legacy of colonial struggles to push back the
wilderness, to suppress the sinful urges of nature (the wild woman’s domain), and escape into
midair, hoisted above mere ground, heir to the heavens.Jezebel dethroned, Lilith vanquished,
Asherah covered up and rushed out of the holy place, the masculine distorted, I stepped into a
world of work, economy, and research that mirrored this quest for escape, for flight, for passive
holiness. Mine was a search for the sacred, the disembedded, and the lofty.And then one I day, I
met her. She glided into the rational order that was my life and pulled the pillars apart with a
mere wink. The woman I would later call my “thunderbolt,” my “ground,” the bonfire whose fierce
circumference I longed to be incinerated in, the mother whose veined arms and long neck would
in time cradle our children: “Lali.”When Danielle Dulsky writes about love in “the Lost Verses of
the Holy Feminine,” a love “so impassioned that it ripples back through the cosmic web and stirs
the hearts of the ancients,” it resonates with me. I have known this love for myself: this love that
turns the Sons of God mad and drives them to seek the embrace of the shadows that their
swords were once sharpened to kill; this love that upturns time and history, shakes it loose from
its phallic moorings and pristine foundations, and gives power to the excluded and occluded.
When Dulsky speaks of the way Lilith “loves the untamed wilds, like a Witch loves the moon,”
she recalibrates haunting pasts and remembers what is now becoming a stunning realization:
here, right here, in the mangle of the material, in the queer stirrings of telluric critters, in the
murky depths of silent waters, in the wintry spirituality of the desolate, in the graceful appearing
of moon, is the sacred.For me, the touch of a wild woman, Lali, was my undoing. I am not alone.
A grand undoing is afoot in biology, in psychology, in quantum field theory, in archaeology, in
feminist scholarship, in our appraisals of the vital contributions the world makes in worlding itself.
In not so many words, we are coming down to earth, enacting a second Fall of sorts, composting
our hard surfaces and realizing the agentic world around us is more than resource,
reacquainting ourselves with the historically maligned figure of the Witch, resituating ourselves
in a sensuous web of life. With new materialisms, concerned with the emancipation of mater, of
mother, of the vitality of “nature” — once territorialized under regimes of Enlightenment as mere
resource — we “remember the Holy Wild.”It is not true that our past is without controversy.
Instead it is simmering with subtle absences that haunt our claims to goodness, to rationality. To



progress. The wilds have always been part of the city, but we learned not to look — to suppress
what longed for expression. Modern history — replete with the burning of heretical women, the
colonial blotting out of earth-based traditions of the sacred — may be read as a history of
aversion to mater. Dulsky writes that “the extent to which feminine power, in its myriad forms, has
been condemned as evil is nothing less than ancient and global. . . . The Goddess has been
demonized in our culture, increasingly cast not into a hellish underworld but into a pink and
glittery fairyland where she is harmless but also useless.” Now the Goddess is incarcerated no
more, and a fierce reckoning is happening. This coming to the Holy Wilds is our deepest hope if
we are to linger as an earth community.In my work researching neomaterialist reconfigurations
of racial identity, and specifically how ancestral DNA testing queers the idea of indigeneity, I met
Danielle Dulsky. She introduced herself as a Witch. She smiled and told me her story, of her
teenage longings for belonging, of being drawn to Ireland since before she knew what was
calling her, even when she believed she was Polish. She spoke of her grandmother, her
irresistible attraction to the figure of the feminine, and her call to become a Witch.In this book,
Dulsky’s libratory words, quivering sensuously with a search that has never terminated, open us
up to the fathomless beauty of the wilds beyond our fences, ritualizing our approach to the
Goddess our forebears once banished. This book is holy. This book is a prayer, a cartographical
introduction to earth, to water, to fire, to air, and to ether. It is a spell to undo the trance that holds
us in the grip of modern separability, devaluing the woman, distorting the masculine, and
quelling the queer.I invite you to read it. Read it knowing you will not arrive. Knowing you will be
met quite suddenly by something greater than yourself, something hiding under the veil of the
ordinary. Knowing that She breathes again, and desperately seeks you.— Bayo Akomolafe,
PhD, author of These Wilds Beyond Our Fences: Letters to My Daughter on Humanity’s Search
for HomeIntroductionHer GenesisIn the beginning, there was She.She was nature’s primordial
pulse, the pan-elemental alchemy of birth; the fertile void of death; and the mysterious, enduring,
and numinous cosmic infinite. All was She, and She was all. Her power pervaded the totality of
existence and veiled all potential worlds in the name of holy manifestation. Her steady,
purposeful rhythm pounded on, in, and through the stellar fusions, the planet building, and the
great galactic swell. The universal dawn was a quantum prayer to Her, and She was dancing for
us long before humanity’s blessed inception, long before the glow of the primal feminine was
eclipsed by modernity.While the rhythm of Her hallowed drum has slowed and quieted to a
barely audible, near-whisper beat, while humanity’s spiritual landscape has been overbuilt and
hums with man-made hymns, She can never be silenced. She is our elemental nature, the stuff
of our souls, and we are She embodied. Every one of us could hear Her if we only listened, for
She has sought safe harbor in our very marrow. She lives in us, and with Her genesis came our
mandate to wholly and emphatically embody Her in the wake of the feminine’s historical
denigration. If we only put our ears to the ground, we would hear the promised pulse of Her
return not as She descends from a gold-and-diamond heaven but as She claws Her way up so
ceremoniously through rock and stone, destined to erupt from beneath the very structures built



to keep Her contained.Our language is insufficient when describing the shape-shifting majesty
that is She, but I will call this force that both enlivens and enraptures us all — this beastly
feminine dark that calls us to look not up toward the ethereal clouds but down to the muddy loam
from which we were born, down to the Holy Wild — the ever-dying, ever-birthing dance of all that
is. She is what many have willed us to forget, and She is the homegrown medicine for the
spiritually starved soul. The depth of human experience precludes any universally relevant
spiritual path, but She is the one, single universal truth: All of us were born here on Earth, and all
of us will meet our ends on the same blessed planet.This book is a five-part ode to Her, to you,
and to the yet-to-be-rebuilt bridge between our spirituality and our lived, embodied experience.
What you will find here is hearty home-cooked nourishment for the nature-hungry spirit,
seasoned with a good deal of feminine ire and served hot. What you will find here is an invitation
to descend into the dark with me, to gather up pieces of ourselves we have forgotten, and to rise.
The wilds of nature will always be our ancestral home, no matter how long we wander or how far
we stray from our roots, and what I offer you in these pages is a fervent call to come home to the
truth of who you are, to take your rightful place in the circle of wise ones who came before
you.RISE UP, HEATHEN PRIESTESS: SHE LIVES IN THE WILDSOur human divinity is bone-
deep, lit by the red light of our souls’ truth and sourced straight from the cosmic womb. I have an
insatiable hunger for Her fierce mother-love, as I believe all members of our global collective do,
and I am calling out and calling on all wild Priestesses of our world to join me in Her resurrection.
I am howling from the dark depths of every forest, and I am crooning a siren’s song from every
body of water I can find. I am seeking you out, the wild woman who is through making apologies
for her own divinity, the Witch who is handcrafting her own religion stitched from her own truth,
and the blessed incarnation of every human being who can still feel Her. I will speak to you
directly, for you are a Wolf-Woman of my bloodline and we share the same language, the
heathen Mother Tongue of the wild word.I hereby vow to validate your experience, your spiritual
autonomy, and your magickal agency as we walk this misty and uncertain path together, and I
will not ask you to sacrifice anything you know to be sacred. I do not assume that your life
matches mine, and it is the uniqueness of our lived experiences of Her that will truly nourish the
divine feminine in us all, rather than the bland and bleached homogenization of the Goddess
experience.I will speak to you directly, for you are a Wolf-Woman of my bloodline and we share
the same language, the heathen Mother Tongue of the wild word.As women of the wild, we
deserve our own holy books, our own teaching tales, and our own venerable verses of
validation. The spiritual wisdom of the feminine has always been born of lived experience, and
the hooded Crone in all of us knows that her truth, her cyclical ways, are unique to her and her
alone. The her-stories I offer here have merit only in their meeting with your own life; they do not
stand alone as immutable truths or a step-by-step path toward any lofty and permanent healing
goal, nor do they assert any secret mysteries that I alone am privileged to know. Without their
soul-specific relationship with your memories, passions, woundings, and core values, Priestess,
these verses are only words. Without your willful exploration of how the feminine archetypes I



discuss in this heathens’ bible live and breathe within your own psyche, their names remain
merely the default teaching tools used by outmoded traditions that have long required feminine
shame to survive.The women who have been locked inside the books they called good deserve
liberation from their externally imposed immorality. We must unlock the cages in which they have
been contained for so long, trapped behind the iron bars of judgment and dismissal. We women
of this evolving world are tasked with their redemption, for they are we. We share the scars of
every woman who has been condemned to ever be spiritually imprisoned, and, in these pages, I
offer all the primal feminine technology this Witch has in her toolbox to dismantle the
indoctrinated beliefs that continue to limit our spiritual autonomy; divorce our bodies from our
spirits; and fence in what is, by nature, untamed, heathen, and wild.The roots of the word
heathen run far deeper than its derogatory, godless connotation; it is believed to come from the
Germanic word meaning “dweller on the heath, one inhabiting uncultivated land.” To be heathen
means to belong to the wild, to take our lessons from the natural world, and to be nourished by
what we fundamentally are rather than what we are told we must be. Let me distinguish here
between Heathenry, a polytheistic neo-Pagan religion for which I have much reverence but to
which I do not belong, and the eclectic pre-Christian landscape of our ancestors. To be heathen
is to remember the rawest essence of our worth, what is most authentically human about this
flesh-and-blood body we find ourselves in, and what is left when our most carefully constructed
psychic temples, those long-held belief systems that once served us so well, crumble into dust.
Every one of our bloodlines is rooted in an Earth-based tradition if we only follow our lineage
back far enough, and every one of our souls longs to come home to the wilds.FIND HER IN THE
DARK: THE FERTILE SHADOWS OF THE FEMININE PATHHeathen Priestess, your bejeweled
crown is the same size as mine. I am neither above nor below you, and the round table of the
Holy Wild has no structured hierarchy. I have no authority mandated by any great spiritual
institution, and my truest church has long been the forest-covered mountains of my childhood,
where no one has ever called me master or queen. Resistant am I, however, to the dilution of the
diversity of the feminine spiritual experience. A lack of hierarchy does not demand sameness,
and it is the living, breathing variety in our her-stories, in our ever-broadening relationship with
Her, that must be nourished and protected.My story is no more significant than yours, and my
hope is that you drink in the poetry, feel nourished by the ceremonies, and complete the myths I
begin here while constantly affirming your own authority and your own spiritual agency. The Holy
Wild is a feminist terrain that you autonomously walk, standing at innumerable crossroads along
the way and wielding your discernment like a sharp-edged weapon against the would-be
predatory mentors, elite abusers, apparent beacons of manipulation masked as wise ones, and
salacious gurus who claim to know better than you. This is your wild home, and you decide who
is worthy of being your guest, who has earned the privilege of hearing your heroine’s tale of the
wild feminine lost and the wild feminine regained.You are flawed to perfection, and, regardless of
the precise nature of your wounds or your identity, you know Her. Whatever you have been told
of your body’s value or the merit of your art and work, your mud-caked soul is no less beauteous



than your bright spirit light, and I will stand arm in arm with you while we reclaim our wild worth
as divine beings who are of this Earth as much as we are of any ethereal heaven. She is still
beating out Her rhythm for us, my love, and She will not be trapped in any pink, glittery,
ineffectual shape, even one we may call Goddess. It is not the soft and passive feminine that has
been socially suppressed, after all, for this form of the sacred is easily molded, controlled, and
commodified. Sister, we do not always find Her in the light. Sometimes, we find Her in the
dark.Sometimes, we find Her in the dark.We find Her in the places that terrify us, and we find
Her in the places they told us not to look.WALKING A WILDER PATH: SEEKING OUT THE
FRINGESYou have many names, my love. In this book, I will call you a Priestess to validate your
authority over your own spiritual journey. A Priestess looks within for direction and listens to the
whispers, whimpers, and guttural groans of her inner wise woman. A Priestess is an elder. A
Priestess is a woman who, regardless of linear age, has done the work and earned the right to
say who she is and what she believes. She bows to no one except her own raw soul, and, while
she is unquestionably an eternal student, she does not need external approval for her spiritual
progress.I will call you a Witch to affirm your birthright as a holy healer, to vindicate those
socially rejected women who were hunted — who still are hunted in many parts of the world — in
the name of not only patriarchy but also institutionalized racism, classism, and persistent
imperialism. I will call you Witch to give a fierce nod to our stolen feminine spirituality and to give
your wisdom a real name. Witches live on the edges of what is permissible, continually seeking
out the fringes and brewing up the secret recipes of the Holy Wild, as have countless Earth-
based religions and nonsystematic spiritual traditions. Your inner Witch remembers how to get
home to those liminal places between honored guest and social outcast, between queen and
freak.This path is wild because we cannot possibly predict where it will lead us. We cannot
know, amid the chaos, precisely where the global collective’s evolution is leading. We can
assure ourselves that we are doing our part, living our purpose, and honoring our human
birthright as complex, sensual, creative, loving, and spiritual beings. We can repeatedly examine
the extent to which we are truly working to achieve the vision of equality we say we seek. Here
and now, with the body, skills, and other resources we have been given, we are charged to
embody Her, in all Her light-and-shadow majesty, as fully as possible in the time we have been
given. In these pages, I will call this wild path the Red Road, the always-spiraling, unmapped
route toward a woman’s spiritual home.READ WILDLY: OURS IS NOT A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
PATHThis heathens’ bible offers you verses, rituals, and magick framed within five books and
rooted within a wild and untamed spirituality. The Book of Earth will call you toward the
underground world of soul, revisioning the story of Lilith and honoring the merit of necessary
rebellion. The Book of Water begs you to swim in the wild waters of erotic sensuality, emotional
ebbs and flows, and joyous creativity, revisioning the story of Salome and highlighting our right
to feel deeply. In the Book of Fire, we explore righteous rage, radical hope, and feminine ire as
change agents, working with the Mother of Babylon’s transformational energies and honoring
women’s collective strength as a powerful fuel for social justice and communal activism.



Revisioning the story of Mary Magdalene and working with the Mother-Healer archetype, the
Book of Air focuses on our most meaningful relationships, our partnerships, and our generative
work as alchemical teachers housing the greatest lessons of this life of ours. Finally, the Book of
Ether honors our inner Crones, revisioning Queen Jezebel’s story and exploring the many-
layered teachings of the Dark Goddess archetypes, the long-lost wisdom of our
grandmothers.All five elements are integral to the Holy Wild, and I will hold space for you not
only to discover, explore, and integrate them all in a personally relevant, soul-true spiritual craft
but to own how they are already embodied by the heathen Priestess that is you. The verses
chapters highlight the her-stories of historically shunned women; personal mythwork for you, the
reader, to write your own sacred tales of feminine wisdom; and prayers and incantations for
working with that particular aspect of the Holy Wild. The rituals chapters offer ceremonies and
practices for invoking the elemental power and honoring our most pivotal past experiences, and
the magick chapters contain spellwork and pathworking meditations for moving forward,
enacting change, and divining our feminine futures.Set aside all you know about scholarly study,
my love, and read wildly. Wander through this book as you would explore the shadows of a
haunted fairy-tale forest — curiously, cautiously, and sensually. Walk with bare feet, and be open
to new ways of knowing yourself and your world. Scribble your own poetic verses on these
pages as you would scrawl your name in the mud to keep from getting lost in the midst of the
’twixt and ’tween. Move in spirals if you are called, and feel no need to read linearly. Be a curious
scout in this majestic wilderness you have discovered; then be the stealthy, aged guide who
knows the secrets of the land and knows them well. This spiritual terrain is yours, and you alone
know the route your soul has taken or where it might be headed.Wild spirituality is a wily shape-
shifter, just like nature and the divine feminine Herself. I ask you to consider each element to be
a paint color on your sacred palette; you may be drawn to the red and ruddy earth much more
than the blazing yellows of fire, and the aesthetic of the painting you might birth tomorrow may
diverge significantly from the one you create today. Ours is not a one-size-fits-all path.Ours is not
a one-size-fits-all path.This book asks you to handcraft your own spirituality not just from the
inspiration offered here but from your own Witch’s truth. Wild spirituality is a fluid embrace of
divine selfhood, and it is nothing if not entirely personal. There is no book so holy that you should
be made to feel choiceless in its mandates, and this is certainly no exception.BEYOND THE
PALATABLE GODDESS: NAMING THE DARK HOLYWe have heard their names, but we have
not heard their stories. No story is true unless it is told by the one who lived it, and their sullied
names have been used and abused in the service of a false morality for so long that we can
scarcely remember the sound of their voices. Priestess, if you are so called, breathe life into their
names to give them justice: our Lilith, our Salome, our Mother of Babylon, our Mary Magdalene,
our Jezebel, and countless other women who have been denigrated and forced to pin bright-red
letters on their bare chests. In this holy book, I reframe these women as archetypes of the
sacred, forgotten feminine and liken them to other Goddesses from many cultures, importantly
not to encourage their appropriation but to honor the wildest faces of the feminine as they have



existed, and indeed persisted, throughout time.* The love of a deity is a deeply personal
experience, and I am in no position to direct your devotion. This book is grounded in nature and
affirms your kinship not with individual deities but with the elements themselves and the myths
and her-stories that reflect your own experience back to you.The elemental archetypes I offer
here, like you, deserve liberation from the stories that have confined them for so long. They are
archetypal benedictions to your own wild worth. Sing their names, infuse their memories with
breath and body, and know I am singing with you. Too often, women who are coming home to
the feminine divine will search for Her most palatable faces, Goddesses of compassion and love
who undoubtedly deserve our devotion and respect, Goddesses who seem exotic and easily
appropriated by those of other cultures, and Goddesses who seem to be accessible tools to be
wielded during ritual more than hearty incarnations of all that is. The Goddess is not an
inanimate object to be used, and to do so merely perpetuates the same wounds that have been
affecting the divine feminine for more than two millennia. We do not search for the Goddess in
order to own Her. We search for the Goddess to name holy those parts of ourselves we know
are real, those parts of ourselves that the more accessible religious paths may not accept. I
discuss Goddess archetypes here as holy, energetic, heavily guarded gateways to true,
embodied divinity, and their stories matter.A woman cannot know herself as holy while still
seeing the Goddess as superficial or optional, and it takes work to dismantle layers upon layers
of belief about who She is and who She is not. If we look to the Goddess as a sacred collective
of energy nourished and enlivened by human belief, prayer, and ritual, we can see how She is
fundamentally born of the elements, how we have never really lost Her.Ask yourself, over and
over again, where Her energy meets yours, how Her story is your story, and constantly work to
blur the lines, those rigid boundaries drawn by someone else’s hand, between Goddess and
Self. In many ways, the quest for Goddess is simply the quest for a deeper kinship with nature,
the constant long-armed reach for the unconditional love of Her, the Holy Wild. We need not
seek to own what we cannot possess, what is not ours to claim, and we need not all necessarily
have deified names in our practice other than simply earth, water, fire, air, and ether.LOOK TO
THE SHADOWS, AND RECLAIM THE HEATHEN CROWNKnow that every human being
embodies the sacred masculine and feminine, and gender is a social construction that has
nothing to do with true divinity. Someone who identifies as male may live very close to the
feminine, while a woman may have significant masculine energy. More importantly, it does not
matter whether you label the disempowered aspects of our society as feminine or with another
name, for it is ultimately the liberation of our holy sensuality, environmental reverence, emotional
integrity, generative creativity, magickal agency, holistic relationship, authentic voice, intuition
and psychic power, understanding of the spiral nature of time, and inborn spiritual autonomy that
we are after. Call them what you will, but I will call these suppressed characteristics the wild,
heathen feminine.We all need Her, for we all are She. We are all change agents at this pivotal
time in human history. This is the time of the Wild Rising, and we are setting the table for Her
homecoming banquet. Everyone is invited. Exclude no one who truly wants to come, for the



decisions we make now are our proclamation of the principles on which we want our children’s
world to be based. She, despite the pronoun I have chosen to use to designate the feminine, is
positively and irrefutably pan-gender. Eventually, yes, we will all sit at this table together. For now,
the untamed woman is tasked with digging up her psychic dirt, igniting her shame on a funeral
pyre, facing her most gruesome shadows, and enacting within the microcosm of her own
spiritual journey all that she hopes to see accepted and empowered in greater society.Consider
this holy book an ode to your coronation. You may have called yourself Witch, Priestess, or wild
woman for some time now — but, in these pages, I ask you to claim your heathen crown, to
know yourself as an embodiment of not only the feminine divine light but also the feminine divine
dark. I am placing it on your head now, Priestess. Can you feel the weight of it? You are She who
is returned, and this is your sacred text because much of it will be written by you. These verses
call you to burn your fear at the stake and build your own temple of the Holy Wild out of mud and
stones, tended by your ancestors and named sacred by you. Keep a fire burning for Her there,
as She has always kept one softly crackling for you. Arch your back and listen closely for Her
drumbeat, for it grows louder with every Priestess who joins you, who spits on the instruments of
spiritual oppression, continually examines whether her beliefs are truly her own, and reclaims
her hard-earned, holy heathen crown. This temple is ours, built by the hands of the heathen and
attended by the countless Priestesses of the Holy Wild.* Please see the Additional Resources
section for books written by women of color about the Goddesses Kali, Lalita, Oshun, and
Oya.The Book of EarthThe earth element is our ground, the place from which we rise. Here, our
greatest lessons are those sourced straight from our souls’ hard-won liberation. Earth calls us to
dig deep, to uncover the blood-soaked treasure embedded in our wounds, to harvest our most
ancient underworld wisdom, and to remember the way back to our wild home. Here, we stand
firm in our sovereignty and our selfhood, howling incantations our hearts have always
remembered. Here, all that is uniquely ours serves to nourish our roots and remind us of the
immutable truths tattooed on our bones.Wild Feminine Archetype: The Priestess of the Wild
EarthThemes in Her-story: Rightful rebellion, tasting the forbidden, spiritual initiation, sacred
solitude in nature, coming home to the wildsCome home to the wilds, heathen. Let’s speak of
stone circles and forbidden fruit. Share your ancient medicine with me, and I will show you the
overgrown, untamed places where you belong.Chapter 1Earth VersesLong before the holy
feminine’s voice arises from the depths of a woman’s soft belly and demands to be heard —
before she claims the name Witch, wild woman, fire-keeper, or any other designation that
speaks to her spiritual autonomy — she side-eyes the parts of her world that no longer suit the
truth-telling Priestess she is becoming. She outgrows her too-small life. She takes an ongoing
inventory of the subtle hints and cosmic winks she is receiving from nature, her body, and the
unmapped terrain of her psyche. Perhaps the first chill autumn wind becomes an invitation to
wander long toward the sinking sun, or the swelling, in-the-heart joy sparked by the songs of
night birds in a spring woodland elicits a permanent and unquenchable thirst for the wilds. The
lived experience of the earth element is unique to every woman, but it is always marked by a



persistent beckoning to come home to a more ancient version of herself, to escape from the
overnarrowed and conventional life she had been living, and to seek authenticity more than
approval.There is a part of you, my love, that remembers not only your own hands in the dirt
during childhood but the knowing hands of your grandmothers and their grandmothers as they
planted their own seeds and connected to their own lands. There is a part of you that is in a
relationship with the earth element that most certainly mirrors an intimacy shared with someone
else in your bloodline; the kinship she felt with the ground, the wounds of her roots, the way she
kept her home, her underworld fears, and the shape of her body are all very like yours. You may
not know who she was, but her story is your story. The bond a woman feels with earth runs in the
blood, and to rekindle the intimacy with the land is her birthright, her wild inheritance, and her
destined mandate.In this chapter of Earth Verses, I ask you to envision yourself encircled by
your ancestors as you read. Consider how the themes of women’s rebellion against injustice,
tasting the forbidden fruit, sacred solitude in nature, and coming home to the wilds may have
been suppressed throughout his-story, and consider how these forces have ebbed and flowed in
your own personal myth of awakening. Know your story as fluid and shape-shifting, and honor
the shadowy parts of your soul that may have been called wicked or shameful as precious gifts,
holy in their own right and divine in their darkness, that now allow you to become the woman you
needed when you were younger.THE PRIESTESS OF THE WILD EARTH ARCHETYPE:
MEETING THE SOVEREIGN MAIDENIn our personal epic stories of wounding and healing,
wandering and homecoming, confinement and escape, there is always a pivotal moment when a
choice that seems to determine our destiny is made. In tales that reflect aspects of the Priestess
of the Wild Earth archetype, that choice is often to flee, to break free from the ties that bind the
body and soul to someone else’s expectations and seek out a truer, wilder home. In that moment
within the everyday life of a woman, a fleeting glimpse of infinite possibility is often offered up
straight from the Holy Wild herself, a sacred and earthly nod that seems to answer the very
question that has been twisting in her gut for a time: What do I believe my soul truly desires,
knowing all that I know of myself now, in this moment of initiation? The answer is always
authenticity, the chance to freely live out the most genuine version of herself she can.We are all
of the Earth, and she will always be calling us home to our cyclical nature and our genuine
feminine power. The budding Witch may have grown weary of adhering rigidly to a loved one’s
notions of acceptable spirituality, and, on one fateful evening, a milk-white moonbeam melts her
fear of being seen. She is the Priestess of the Wild Earth. The young artist holds and examines a
scarred rose petal, suddenly finding the encouragement to pursue a more rebellious dream than
that which her parents held for her. She is the Priestess of the Wild Earth. The fragile lover
decides to leave a relationship that crushes her spirit every day, having been granted permission
by a low-rumbling thunderstorm. She is the Priestess of the Wild Earth. She is Lilith, and so are
you.Lilith’s story, in all its many variations, distortions, and interpretations, is a tale of the too-
small life outgrown and a more soulful selfhood embraced. We begin here, with her, not because
she is the embodiment of the grounded, enduring feminine and not because she is a beacon of



warmth, grace, and solace. By contrast, Lilith is the rootless Maiden, the one whose very identity
is defined not by who she knows she is but by who she knows she is not. We begin with Lilith
because her myths are those of resistance to all that cages, all that separates us from our
heathen nature and unmasked individuality. The earth element is where we stand firm in nothing
but our authenticity, having ascended from the underworld of other people’s expectations, and
Lilith is the ancient embodiment of feminist rebellion and radical sovereignty.Lilith’s story begins
in Sumerian myth, where she is handmaiden to Inanna, a supportive force to the great Goddess
of sexual mysteries and underworld initiation. In the Epic of Gilgamesh, inscribed as early as
2000 BCE, Lilith has taken up residence in a willow tree, refusing to leave even when her
mistress, Inanna, asks her to do so in order to harvest the tree’s wood. The hero in the tale
directs his men to cut down the tree, and Lilith flees into the wilds. In later Hebrew texts, Lilith is
the demoness, the first wife of Adam who refused to “lie below” her husband and was
consequently sent into exile from the Garden of Eden. Lilith is the rebel queen without a king,
sovereign and whole unto herself but rejected for her independence. In Mysteries of the Dark
Moon, Demetra George writes that Lilith “chose a lifetime of exile in a desert cave on the shores
of the Red Sea rather than one of subjugation.” Lilith is punished, shamed for desiring equality
and recognizing the injustices of the garden, and becomes the licentious succubus in later texts,
her name used as a twisted teaching tool to denigrate disobedient, sinful women who did not
abide by the laws that would confine them.Lilith’s liberation from the garden can be compared to
Inanna’s return journey from the underworld in Sumerian mythology or the ascent of Persephone-
Kore in ancient Greek lore. The holy feminine longs for liberation and willingly risks much in the
name of freedom, with Dark Goddess mythology commonly illustrating the feminine’s ability to
destroy all worlds too small for her. Energetic embodiment of the Priestess of the Wild Earth
means acknowledging the parts of your story similar to those of other divine feminine
archetypes who were necessarily trapped for a time, sought liberation, and eventually freed
themselves from seemingly inescapable cages. In effect, the garden is a particular hell
disguised as a utopia, an Eden of masks and half-truths, but the wild woman can endure only so
much illusion before her soul’s howled demands for truth grow too loud to be ignored.Like Lilith,
both Persephone-Kore and Inanna have had their stories appropriated by patriarchy. Just as
Lilith’s story becomes one of empowerment and liberation in its feminist interpretation,
Persephone-Kore, often conventionally cast as the victimized, vulnerable daughter who was
abducted by Hades with her mother’s permission and forced to remain in the underworld for six
months out of every year, can be viewed as a wise underworld guide. In prepatriarchal versions
of her myth, Persephone-Kore is an empowered Maiden who, having been to the depths of hell,
now descends and ascends willingly and regularly in order to move in rhythm with the natural
world and receive the spirits of the dead. Inanna’s mythic journey, plunging into the depths of the
underworld and stripping herself of all her protections so she may face her psychic beasts, is
really a tale of shadow integration, of the agonizing process of descent and soul retrieval that is
the very essence of spiritual growth. All three Goddesses have been initiated into the soulful



wilds through a great wounding, a severance from all they had been, and all three Goddesses
understand the merit of both rebellion and sacrifice in the name of autonomy.The Priestess of
the Wild Earth archetype embodies the empowered energies of Lilith, Persephone-Kore, and
Inanna. She is entirely free from the story that caged her. She does not define herself any longer
by her too-small life. She has been to hell and back again, and she has brewed her own salve for
the wounds she acquired during those dark nights of the soul. She owns her scars without
overidentifying with these past hurts, without needing absolution from any sky-housed deity who
does not care to truly know her. In Aphrodite’s Daughters, Jalaja Bonheim writes that “the
resurrected goddess does not ascend to heaven, but triumphantly returns to her people, very
much physically alive, and laden with precious gifts of insight, vision, power, and compassion.”
She is made more authentic for her ability to sit with her unsettled her-story, and she is so whole
unto herself that she carries her own wild home with her, regardless of what pitfalls may lie
ahead on her journey away from Eden.Prayer of the Underworld Goddess Returned: My Muddy
Wings Are WideDearest Dark Goddess who is me,I have come to a point in my healing, my
ascent, where I will no longer apologize for who I am or who I used to be. My black demoness
wings are wide, and I have risen against the sandstorm of those who think me wicked. I have
erupted from the ground like a newborn phoenix covered in an afterbirth of mud and ash.This is
me, and I have survived my birth by fire. My hair is knotted, and my cheeks are stained with the
tears of lost innocence and bitter disdain. I am untying the knots that kept me tethered to a life I
did not want, to names I did not want to be called, and to the notion that a woman is an
unchanging, steady touchstone for all who need her.My name is Lilith, and I am not a teaching
tool. The forbidden fruit was seductive truth contained in fine apple skin, and I have sucked
every bit of succulent juice from that gift. I have looked into the snake’s shiny scales and scried
my future. I have been called every shameful name ever spit from the lips of a bully, and I have
let those labels roll from my back like water on feathers.My name is Inanna, and I am still alive.
These are not the musings of a whimsical poetess. These are the hellish hymns I learned from
the ancients, and I speak the Mother Tongue of the anguished feminine. I know the way down,
but I’ve learned to love the feel of sunlight on my bare breasts.My name is Persephone, and I will
not be dragged into my depths; I go there willingly, wearing my protection totems and singing my
own praises. I go there to lead others out, and I am the holy healer returned, righteous, and
resurrected. I am the primal feminine dark, the unruined Maiden, and the Priestess of fertile
ground.Blessed be my infinite worth, and blessed be the Holy Wild.Parable of Eden’s Lost
Heroine: Revisioning LilithFor all her wisdom, Lilith could not understand why this precious
garden, this manicured and flawless landscape that once dazzled her with its fairy-tale beauty,
now appeared so fake and fragile. She was sure the brilliant-green grasses were painted and
artificial and the flowers were paper and scentless. How had she not noticed this ruse before
now?She knelt at the knotted base of the Tree of Knowledge, the only tree in the garden that
smelled of primal bark, blessedly bitter leaves, and dirty roots, the only growing thing she was
sure was absolutely real here in this carved-up land. She drank in the heady, earthen scent and



caressed the bark, suddenly starved for untamed nature and uncultivated ground. She yearned
so deeply for far-reaching trees and soft-bodied creatures; she was homesick for a wild place
she had never seen. She knew it existed. She glimpsed this many-colored wilderness in her
dreams, but her conscious mind did not yet know the way. Each morning, she woke and wept in
the underworld-garden, suffocating under the weight of a life she never chose and hungry for the
hearty sustenance of the feminine divine.Pressing her face to the bark, Lilith whisper-prayed to a
Mother Goddess for salvation: “Bless me, Mother, for I will most certainly sin against this too-
small life. I yearn so much for a freedom I know I deserve that my belly burns with the wanting.
My blood is raging under my skin, willing me forward, and yet I do not know which path to take. I
dream of a blood-red road, but I know not how to find it. Mother, show me the way out! I will die if
I must stay here, if I must waste more of my precious life among mere fabrications of what I love,
if I must obey rules I did not write, spending my days conforming to someone else’s notion of
perfection. I am consumed by an ache I have no name for, and all I know is that I must leave
before this sickness-of-desire ends me.”So consumed with anguish this Wild One was, so
certain of her belonging to a wilderness she had never seen, that she failed to notice when a
snake slid up her bare back and coiled around her neck. So broken was she, so blinded by a
dark and demanding restlessness, that Lilith did not see the gift of the forbidden fruit when it fell
to the ground. She did not see it with her eyes, but she felt it in her blood. There was a certain
ecstatic electricity buzzing from beneath the apple’s red skin that crooned to her like a warm
maternal lullaby to a shivering orphan.The snake continued spiraling around her neck, and Lilith
wiped her tears. This soul-food was not fit for feminine consumption, she had been warned. She
was breaking one of the rules of this place by simply being here. To eat from the Tree of
Knowledge was to know too much, to commit an egregious sin against a wrathful God, but the
snake’s cool scales were reassuring. She did not look over her shoulder to see whether she was
being watched. In that moment, she cared little for what laws had tried to contain her. She hoped
quite fervently that she would be seen as she wrapped her shaking fingers around the apple.
Heaven help her, she hoped some vengeful deity was looking down as she sunk her teeth deep
into pure, sweet passion. She was defiant in the face of her continued captivity, a rebel heathen
who was no longer content to stay in this unholy Eden. In this moment, Lilith would risk it all,
everything she knew herself to be, for just a taste of the Holy Wild.“Yes, my serpentine Sister,”
Lilith hissed. “I beg you forgive the fear that kept my lips from this righteous fruit for so long, that
keeps me tethered to a Garden of Lies out of a bone-deep resistance to loneliness. They called
me evil, and I believed them. They promised salvation from my sinfulness, and I waited for
redemption. All the while, the skeleton key that could unlock every vine-wrapped cage, the sharp
blade that could slice through these thin-growing binds of mine, was blooming and bearing
beauteous fruit.”This one small meal was Lilith’s instantaneous descent into the red realm of
soul, a particular and empowered individuality entirely her own. Every time the gritty marrow of
the fruit touched her tongue, she caught a glimpse of her destiny. With every hearty swallow, she
saw the rainbow shades of her liberated life. This garden-hell, this too-small life, was now



completely colorless, devoid of fiery purpose and sensual majesty, but she had not realized it
until this moment. Never before had she so clearly known the way out of this lifeless cage, and,
sucking the juice from the core, Lilith vowed to seek out a wilder home.She stood in her own
power for the first time since she had been brought to this place, and she howled into the depths
of the garden, calling any other living creature to join her in her escape. Uncoiling her scaled
companion and looking it square in its black-diamond eyes, Lilith offered the creature heartfelt
gratitude and a bone-deep affirmation: “Thank you. We don’t belong here.” Spreading her black
wings wide, Lilith kissed the Tree of Knowledge before taking to the ever-spiraling Red Road, the
escape route that had been there for her all along, the homeward path to the wilds.BLESSED
BE THESE MANY GARDENS: WHERE SHE RIPPED UP HER ROOTSBlessed be our many
gardens. Without such confinements, we would not have known the bliss of wilder ground. The
mechanisms of feminine suppression are pervasive and stealthy, and, within the garden that
houses a Wild One’s too-small life, these limiting forces are the primary shapers of her
perception for a time. The rules of the garden may not seem unjust until the awakening begins —
but, like Lilith after she tastes the forbidden fruit, a wild woman will refuse to settle for a colorless
way of being, viscerally rejecting it, after she has seen the brilliance of a better, brighter way
forward.We are always busting open and out of the worlds we outgrow, the circles, partnerships,
and safe spaces we once held so dear but which now, for various reasons, do not command our
respect or deserve our allegiance. My love, I ask you to consider your personal Edens, to reflect
upon your unique experience of your many gardens as you would define them today. To reflect
means “to bend back,” with any memory being merely a reflection of who you are now as the
reflector. You may never remember your gardens the same way twice, so do not feel limited by
your in-the-moment answers to the questions I pose here. We are cyclical creatures, and your
many initiations, rebellions, and homecomings all serve to shape and reshape your her-story,
your epic heroine’s journey toward authenticity. Remember, the story of the Priestess of the Wild
Earth archetype, like those of the other four archetypes offered herein, holds meaning only
where it meets your lived experience. This is where the verses spark to life, and this is where you
find your tools for making sense of your many initiations.Lilith’s time spent trapped within the
boundaries of an unequal relationship is a familiar wound many wild women share, and I ask you
to consider her story a metaphor for your own story of spiritual confinement and liberation,
whatever those words might mean for you. I will ask you, Priestess, to know yourself as her, this
Goddess who risked it all to save no one except herself, and I will ask you to be positively
guiltless in your memories of jailbreaking your feminine soul from the confines of the too-dull, too-
small garden. We all have our own gardens, be they tangible spaces we lived in so long that we
could almost smell them or psychic spaces where it was sparkling, seemingly flawless belief
systems that caged us. The garden is often perceived initially as a sanctuary of sorts, safe if only
for its predictability. For wild women, our gardens may be our parents’ homes, our first marriage
or long-term romantic relationship, a spiritual community or a particular religion, a workplace
with a strong, cohesive culture, a close circle of friends, or any other physical or energetic space



that felt necessary at first, only to become far too confining for the Wild One within. A budding
Priestess is quite content in her garden for a time. It suits her well to know precisely where
everything grows. The garden is predictable and, for a limited duration only, is a fulfilling place to
be. The wild woman is born in a garden, but she’d rather be damned than die in one.When does
the heathen choose to leave the manicured garden and seek out uncultivated land? There is no
universal force that prompts the reawakening. For some of us, the veil is lifted when the wild
woman sees an egregious injustice within her safe space. Her values, her deepest convictions,
and her very sense of self-worth are threatened by this thing, and she can no longer will herself
to hold still. Mind you, very often the garden itself has not changed; she has changed. Once the
integration of her soul-designed passions and purpose begins, once she endeavors to find
meaning in her wounds and more closely examine the role of choice in her life, once recovery
from addiction has been initiated, or once a certain level of genuine self-inquiry has been
reached, these traits that were so easily buried in the garden begin to stretch upward and sprout
to the surface, but the rainbow hues of this new growth do not match those of the existing
garden vegetation.The awakening wild woman begins to feel a deeper kinship with the Earth,
and nature begins to fill a need the garden no longer satisfies. For many of us, a sign straight
from nature is what beckons us home. These sunrise epiphanies, lonely walks on a beach, and
overgray days spent in the depths of our longing all call us away from the garden and toward our
wilder home. Whatever the essence of the knowledge that bids her to wake, whatever the scent
of the forbidden fruit, the wild woman begins to feel she no longer belongs there among those
blooming-garden illusions she knows so well.This soul growth is triggered by an irrevocable
acknowledgment that something is amiss. She has been licked alive, and for all its flowery glory,
the garden now contains a festering stink to which her duller senses were immune. The
particular injustice that, upon first sight, ignites the wild woman’s fire may simply be
unconditional rules that succeeded in taming her for years or more. It may be the mistreatment of
others who are in the garden with her by some authority figure, abuse in its myriad forms,
spiritually predatory behavior, or, less specifically, the recognition that others are carving their
own wounds out on her skin. This is the moment in the early chapters of a wild woman’s story
when she may not be sure where she is headed, she may not know where she wants to
ultimately be, but from deep within her bowels a single, persistent mantra begins to echo: Not
here. Not here. Not here.Handwritten Verses: A Letter Sent to EdenMay all wise women strive to
be those gracious mentors they needed in their younger years. In your journal, begin by writing a
letter to your younger self, a promise of redemption. Write the words you needed to hear when
you were Lilith trapped in Eden. You may use the prompts I offer here or adapt these words to
make the letter more authentic to your story.Dear Priestess of the Wild Earth,I understand the
pain of this garden you find yourself in, and I promise...Always remember that you are...These
are days when you find yourself searching for the Tree of Knowledge; look for it in...In this
moment, I can offer you this one, single hope:...May you always remember the sheer beauty you
are, and may you grow to be...With love,An Elder PriestessREBELLION AS RECLAMATION:



THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT OF THE WILD FEMININEThe Priestess of the Wild Earth emerges
within the wild woman not when she chooses to eat the forbidden fruit but before, when she
weeps for a home she has yet to find. She might experience an in-the-gut betrayal that nearly
breaks her. She might feel that she has sinned against herself for staying in the small place so
long, but her primary concern at this point is her liberation. The pain from the wound is strong,
but her thirst for freedom is stronger.The garden becomes unbearable in its constriction, and the
waking woman will begin to show her true face to those who have not yet seen it. In the
revisioning of Lilith’s story, the wild woman wishes to be seen when she breaks the rules: She
hoped some vengeful deity was looking down as she sunk her teeth deep into pure, sweet
passion. She who is waking to her wild self will cease to make apologies for her authenticity.
There is a necessary rebellion to a woman’s liberation. She will risk social isolation, loneliness,
and uncertainty, all in the name of finding her true home. She will not move without fear, but she
will no longer let fear of being too big, too loud, or too unlike the outmoded versions of herself
direct her path.In becoming more genuinely herself, the Priestess of the Wild Earth no longer
tolerates the worlds someone else built for her. On a collective level, the feminine in all human
beings is forced to constantly reenact the original sin of inauthenticity, for the feminine is not
living in a world built from her own values and with her own hands. A woman who begins to take
charge of her own life drawing not from patriarchal notions of individualistic success but from a
desire to escape these norms is committing an act of social deviance and rebellion. She is the
outlaw, named so only for her enacted desire for something better.When the feminine in one
being, regardless of gender, honestly sees and validates the holistic feminine in another being,
there is no need to mask the wounds, passions, or purpose of the deep soul. There is no need to
find overtly masculine language for what is inherently feminine. We begin the task of finding our
own names, our own truths, if only by calling out what we know to be false. In Womanspirit
Rising, Carol Christ and Judith Plaskow assert that “feminists have called their task a ‘new
naming’ of self and world.... If the world has been named by Adam without Eve’s consultation,
then the world has been named from the male point of view. As women begin to name the world
for themselves, they will upset the order that has been taken for granted throughout history.”
Regardless of the force that drives a woman from the garden, the common thread running
through this initial catalyst for her awakening is this: The healing salve she needs is of the wild
feminine, and it does not grow in a garden where all that flourishes was planted and named by
someone else.Rebellion against what is not ours precedes the reclaiming of what is truly for us.
The subjugation of the feminine correlates directly with the suppression of soul, as the shape-
shifting nature of the feminine wild has been dismissed for its volatility. We have been robbed of
social permissions to descend into our depths, leave outmoded relationships, pursue passions
that are not financially lucrative, or do anything remotely unpredictable; thus, even when the soul
is screaming at us from below to honor our unique nature, we will pretend not to hear our truest
voice for fear of being abandoned by those we love, losing our jobs, or disrupting the even-
keeled rhythm of our world. When we deny our cyclical nature, we deny our connection to the



Earth, and we deny our connection to the Holy Wild.There are religions and other spiritual
systems that sourced much of their power from humanity’s fundamental disconnection from
nature and the feminine. Our right to spread our spiritual roots down and deep was denied in an
effort to fix our eyes on a promised heaven, and we forgot that we are essentially fluid and
mutable creatures who do not wake the same beings as those who closed their eyes the night
before. On an individual level, we commit the sin of inauthenticity in order to maintain our
relationship with ourselves and with others without facing the exhaustion of constant conflict, of
constant defending and rationalization of our extraordinary actions and beliefs. On a collective
level, the sin of inauthenticity becomes socially validated, as it is difficult to economically,
politically, and socially profit from what is wild and, by nature, inherently dynamic. Ultimately, the
traits of the unburnt feminine that the Witch is tasked with embodying and enacting are those
that do not suit capitalism or patriarchal control; these are the same traits that she suppresses
during childhood, rendering her light-of-day personality a small reflection of the wealth of her
soulful treasures, the truest parts of herself that lie buried in the fertile dark.When we deny our
cyclical nature, we deny our connection to the Earth, and we deny our connection to the Holy
Wild.No one can write your story for you, my love, and it is not the task of any one of us to judge
the gardens in which we do not live. We cannot discount the number of human beings who
remain trapped despite their desire to escape, nor can we dismiss the sheer bravery of those
staying in their gardens in order to protect loved ones or their own precious bodies from harm.
These are the caged angels, and those who have been free to enact their own liberation are
tasked with using every resource they have to reach those who need more hands to unbind their
tethers. I say this not to dilute or universalize the experiences of those who are affected by
compounded oppressions, and it is certainly not our task to decide who needs saving and how. I
only urge those who have made it out of their gardens to keep their ears open, for they speak the
forbidden serpentine language now and can hear it spoken by others from below who, like Lilith,
are ready to find a way out and are asking, of their own volition, for a scale-skinned wilderness
guide.Handwritten Verses: Your Lilith StoryThe garden is a deeply personal experience, and no
one lives it the same way. Stay awake, Priestess, and remember that your wounds, your garden,
are yours for a reason. Come to know your story as you would tell it today. In exploring the ways
you have embodied the Priestess of the Wild Earth archetype, you can identify your personal
Eden by reviewing your cycles of descending and ascending, drawing meaning from these
patterns of hurts and healings.Begin with the following prompts, and freewrite for as long as you
wish. Your Lilith story is your wild woman’s myth of risking it all in the name of personal liberation.
It is a living testament to your feminine power, soulful worth, and so-holy infallibility. Use
whatever pronouns feel most authentic. Return to your story as often as you are called. Write as
if it were a rite. Let it be part fantasy, part spell, part personal fairy tale.As a young Priestess in
the garden, I was dazzled by the beauty of...The perfection of the garden was so beauteous that
I...In the garden, I knew myself to be...The garden began to smell of...I sprouted black wings and
became Lilith then, and I decided...I risked it all, and I had to embody...True liberation tasted



like...End your Lilith story, for now, with the yet-to-come. Let the final scene in your liberation tale
be one that has not occurred in your till-now, lived experience but nonetheless feels real and
true. Gift this tale to the Holy Wild when it feels finished, reading your words aloud while sitting
among the elements in sacred solitude. Let your story be a poetic blessing to the earth element,
with the grasses, the trees, and the soil your most honored and beloved audience.INITIATION IN
SACRED SOLITUDE: WALKING THE RED ROADThe integration of your knowledge of the
garden into your more soulful identity depends on claiming your right to cyclical rootlessness.
Lilith severs ties with her old life when she consumes the forbidden fruit. She rejects the rules of
the garden and, by extension, refuses to remain in that too-small place. She is defiant in her
selfhood, and she risks it all, running blindly into the dark without direction. All wild women have
torn up their roots from time to time, leaving relationships, roles, and places that came to
misalign with their emergent identity.You, Priestess of the Wild Earth, have a right to sacred
solitude. You have a right to wander, and you have a right to be wholly in your body. Integrate
your knowledge of the garden by affirming the role these increasingly unjust places have played
in your life. In many ways, the garden is a mirror of who you used to be. How you remember the
garden is a mere reflection of where you are in your life right now; at another point on the Red
Road, that spiral path of a woman’s spiritual journey, you may remember the garden completely
differently. Know that the act of guiltless reflection, of a nonjudgmental sifting-through of
experiences from time to time, is radical in its own right. It is a bravehearted woman who leaves
whatever security the garden has to offer in the name of her own liberation, but there is bravery
in the looking back also. It takes courage to kiss the snake and a soulful audacity to sink one’s
teeth deep into the forbidden fruit, but to look back and honor those moments as moving
benedictions to the wild within you is another particular and glorious victory.It is never a short
journey home to the wilds. In order to find her soulful home, the Priestess of the Wild Earth must
first come to an unsettling realization: She knows she is looking for something, but she is not
sure exactly what it is or precisely where it can be found. She becomes the hooded wanderer, a
mere ghost of who she used to be, and she commits to knowing only a few scarce but in-the-
bones truths. Somehow she understands that the agony she feels as the outcast is well worth
the new world that is waiting for her, a post-garden lifescape she cannot even begin to imagine.
In the teaching tale, Lilith is homesick for a wild place she had never seen. She holds an infinite
trust in herself now, even as she loses it all, and that trust is sufficient to sustain her for a time, in
the absence of all other social nourishment.The Priestess of the Wild Earth also harbors a deep
knowing that, regardless of the precise nature of her confinement in the garden and without
necessitating any forgiveness of wrongs done to her there, time spent in her too-small world was
absolutely necessary. She was midwifing her own birth in that place, and, as she finds herself in
the wilderness now, she is charged to relinquish any and all guilt over staying too long in the
garden. It was what it was. It had to be done, and she may never have a concrete rationale for
why she remained there for so long. The Mystery does not gift us with maps, and the grand
design is built from near-infinite sacred geometric angles and softly spiraling edges that our



most advanced research technologies, the very language of our systems of quantification, are
pitifully ill-equipped to measure. We have yet to understand the she-science of the cosmic web,
but we know we cannot track our souls’ progress in measurable goals and numerically ordered
objectives. The Priestess of the Wild Earth embraces the dark valleys on her path with much
feminine grace, knowing there is little merit in berating herself over past choices that cannot be
rationalized away with our logical, left-brained know-how.An additional truth the wayward
Priestess clings to with a tight grip when the nights are endless is this: There is an immense
beauty in her longing, in her fervent search for a home that is truly her own. Perhaps there is no
greater testament to feminine fortitude than a woman’s story of risking immense insecurity for
authenticity. The spiritual journey does not promise comfortable travel, and a woman who runs
screaming from all things known does not do so seeking happiness; she does so seeking a truer
version of herself. The evenings she spends alone and crying or raging most righteously,
torturous as they are, are worthy of honor. They are the stuff of poetry, and they are the deepest,
impassioned hues that render a lifescape a beautiful masterpiece full of shadow and light.The
awakening wanderer now sets foot on the spiral Red Road, moving away from the garden and
into the unknown, having irrevocably broken the garden’s rules. She may now know only what
she does not want her new house rules to be, but that knowing is sufficient to keep her moving in
the right direction. Even the wildest woman sets some working guidelines for herself in times of
transition, a sort of flexible manifesto largely meant to keep her from sinking back into the old
underworld-garden or, worse, falling into a new trap altogether. As the Priestess of the Wild
Earth takes to the road, her boundaries are often fiercer than they have ever been, than they
ever needed to be.The truths she wears on her back — the knowledge that her time in the
garden was both necessary and well worth the agony, along with a strange, often unsettling
acknowledgment that there is beauty in her quite painful new-found longing — are her most
prized possessions; she has earned them, after all. The rules she writes now are those that have
been tattooed on her bones since she was in the womb, long before she sat caged in the too-
small life. These rules are born of those precious truths, but the wild woman realizes now, as her
bare feet pound the red ground with infinite purpose, that she has always known her real rules,
rules she did not need to read in any book of verses or recite to authority figures for sweet
reward. Her house rules were written by the ancient, wild hand, and she has been reciting them
in her dreams since she was a babe.Her house rules were written by the ancient, wild hand, and
she has been reciting them in her dreams since she was a babe.The Red Road: A Parable of
Feminine FortitudeThis wayward Priestess has raised her patchworked hood and smeared her
lipstick in just the right places. She has shed her dried skin, leaving it heaped in a ditch
alongside the Red Road. Lighter she moves now, her bare feet beating the rusted dirt while the
wild wind blows her hair. A dull rumble of thunder heralds the impending storm, and she knows
she cannot turn back. Her soul demands she press on, though she will pass ghosts of long-gone
lovers who wounded her well.“They cannot cut me again,” she whispers.Her liberation depends
on this journey; not its completion but its wholehearted undertaking. To turn back would mean



consenting to be shackled to relinquished divinity, to low worth, and to a world where the voices
of loud women are muffled under others’ accusations arising from bitterness and envy. This
Priestess knows that the storm will toss her about, the road will run bloody with the overflow, and
she will be waist-deep in the memories of hunted Witches.“They will not catch me again,” she
speaks skyward with a resonance her voice never had in her younger years.The rain falls in
sheets now, and her lashes drip thick with the Earth Mother’s tears. Still, she has never seen
more clearly the sins of humankind against the wounded world. Part of her yearns for her joints
to break apart and her body to fall into a limp bundle of skin on the ground. Part of her wants to
be a blood sacrifice to the ailing planet, and part of her bids the drowning worms beneath her to
ascend and climb her bones, to pull her under so she may nourish the sun-thirsty,
spiderwebbing roots of the cut trees.“Purify these lands with your storm; they are begging you to
do it!” she beckons to the wilds.The red soil has a sense memory of the truest freedom fighting.
Were she to press ear to wet ground, the Priestess would hear echoes of the final beats of the
bravest hearts as they slowed to a stop in the name of man-made maps. If she could hear the
tallest and most ancient trees talking, they would be singing low and mournful dirges about
bullets lodged in bark and blood pooling around their roots. If she turned back now, her body
might live, but part of her soul would forever remain here on this hallowed ground. She must go
on, in the name of her granddaughters’ granddaughters’ babes. She must go on, to preserve
what is left of the sacred masculine and majestic feminine. She is but one electric-pulsing cell in
the universal body, but her resolve will ripple the skin of the global collective and send a single
message into the future.“I am she who is and will always be,” she speaks solemnly into the rain.
“If I die here on the Red Road, my soul will look down on my floating body from the ether and
know my life was better lived for taking this journey, doomed as it may have been. I regret
nothing, and I repent nothing except the joyless nights spent depriving myself of sacred
indulgence, hedonistic delights, and the company of those worthy of the beauty that was
me.”COMING HOME TO THE WILDS: BUILDING THE LIVING ALTARA woman expresses the
Priestess of the Wild Earth archetype, becoming whole unto herself, when she enacts an
embodied knowing that she is a living altar, holy ground in her own right, and she needs no
external validation. She comes home to the wilds. She writes her own house rules, and she
claims her heathen’s birthright to live on uncultivated spiritual ground.In This House, I Brew with
Crone MagickIn this house, I am whole unto myself. Here is my altar; I like it just this way,
covered in old candle wax and laden with wounded mementos from my garden. This is the
scarred walnut that reminds me of my childhood, and this is the dried flower that lost all its juicy
perfection, as I once did. I keep these things here in my new house, built with my own hands at
the end of the long Red Road, so I know I must never look back.In this house, I brew with Crone
magick. The old ways of magick-making are emblazoned on my very cells, and I need no Book
of Light and Shadow to tell me the right words or the perfect chant. Here, I am a Witch-Priestess
in a congregation of one, and even my closest kin do not know all my secrets.In this house, I
melt back into the source of everything from time to time, dissolving into a wet heap of flesh and



blood to be resculpted by some angelic artisan, some skilled descended master who puts my
stretch marks in just the right places and squints to paint my tattoos just so. Here, no one
wonders why I must become the hermit every so often, and no one keeps knocking when I
refuse to answer my door.In this house, I wake with the bone-deep understanding of feminine
divinity. I am a wild Goddess unleashed within these four walls, and I will wear all the jewelry I
like. Here, no one clicks their tongue when I speak of nature lust and the cosmic dance. Here, I
will wax poetic on intergalactic Shakti before breakfast. Here, I pray all day long and with my
whole body, for my limbs are a moving benediction to the Holy Wild.In this house, I am a
Priestess of the Wild Earth. I am Lilith, Inanna, and Persephone ascended from the dirt. I am a
soulful temptress blessing these wooden floors with my bare feet as I walk from hearth to porch,
and I am a keeper of this fortress.In this house, no one gets in unless they are invited. Here is
where I’ve spread the salt thick and painted the windows with cedar smoke more times than I
can count. This is the House of the Wild Woman, and solitude is valued as much as company.
Come in if you like, but I may not ask you to stay. This is my house, after all, and if you are here
sipping my brew, my rules are law.Handwritten Verses: House Rules of the Wild ScribeThis is a
ritual of fierce boundary setting. Go to a place in your home that feels like yours, as if it were a
true sanctuary, a sort of inner sanctum and the wild woman’s holiest of holies. Light a candle,
and begin writing your own house rules. These are not limiting ways of being in your world but a
liberating testimony to who you have become. You may use the prompts I offer here or write your
own, wild scribe that you are.This is my house, love. Here, I wake up remembering...This is my
house, and I will not permit entry to...This is my house, where I welcome...This is my house. I am
the highest Priestess within these four walls, and I worship...This is my house, where every
guest is adorned with...Post these rules in a secret place, where only those who are most trusted
will read them.HALLOWED BE YOUR HEATHEN HEART: TOWARD A MORE SOULFUL,
EARTHEN JOYMake no mistake, Priestess; it is a brave thing you do now, claiming a crown
called shameful in fairy tale, sacred text, media, and myth. Set your boundaries, and give a nod
to your worth every now and again, for it is far too easy for the feminine to claim humility and
retreat. Now is not the time for charm and lace. Now is the time for ash as face paint and the
weapons of your words. Know that coming home to the wilds is a courageous act. The Priestess
of the Wild Earth within you is destructive only in her ability to break up patterns and beliefs that
no longer serve you. She is the Goddess of personal power, and she emerges within you when
you closely examine belief systems, social norms, and cultural structures that do not suit your
awakening wild self. You, as Lilith, begin to not only taste the forbidden fruit but ask yourself why
it was forbidden to you in the first place.May you believe in your powers of discernment, and may
you risk social isolation over and over again in the name of your soulful joy. May you be willing to
exist on the fringes in the name of liberation, finding and belonging to those wild circles of
openhearted seekers who make you feel as though you are a larger version of yourself and
leaving those circles where entry always demands you wear a too-tight mask to disguise your
true face. May you rebel against all that covers and constricts your beauteous worth, and may



you write your own holy verses of wild feminine lost and wild feminine regained.
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Ruchi Jain, “this is an actual working manual of how to get out of your old life and embrace your
authentic one. In her book,”The Holy Wild, A Heathen Bible for the Untamed Woman,” Danielle
Dulsky has accomplished a wondrous feat. She has formed an actual working manual for any
woman ready to discard her old life she has outgrown and is ready to live an authentic life true of
her current desires and needs.It has shaken me to my bones more times than I count as I,
myself, am in that phase of life, having outgrown my job and the need to oblige to family
expectations. I believe this book comes at a time when many women find themselves in similar
places.Danielle somehow includes all of us and invites us into a journey of our own making. We
understand the true light (and dark) of the Goddesses and ourselves. We see how we too are
goddesses because of what is already in us, as we relate to their stories. And, we find the story
within ourselves that we never knew was there, through the writing prompts she shares. There
are powerful rituals to cement phases of our journeys deep within our bodies, because without
feeling it in our bodies, sometimes it doesn’t seem real.This book can be used as a guide for
years to come at various stages of a woman’s life and truly is a miracle.”

Angel Z. Avery, “Written by a Witches Witch, This Book Will Rock Your Magical Life!. First Class
Witchery!Daniel Dulskys' book takes you on a brilliant Red Thread Journey through the
Elementals via sub-chapters on Verses (lovelovelove), Rituals & Magick, all of which beckons
the Witch more fully unto herself and into the Deep Well of the Feminine Divine. The Feminist in
me, also loves that she makes liberal use of Naming, Looking, Reclaiming and Re-visioning as
well!There are Goddesses and Archetypes to work with, each with a Feminist re-visioning and
retelling which will having you see the world differently. The accompanying exercises are
compelling, and you won't stop thinking about them till you do them. (I did them ALL -something I
am rarely motivated to do!)As a seasoned Witch, I pick up these witchery books & never expect
much, but this one is different. The prompts are very inspired & obviously written by someone
who knows what she is doing. The activities are well thought out and experiential You will FEEL
the many many women who have done this before :). It definitely sparks one owns imagination
in ways that go well off the page!As an Adept, you'll know exactly what to do with these ideas,
and how to use it to take off- As a beginner, you will be in for one heck of a deep dive! Get the
book!”

Erin M Murphy, “Thought provoking, insightful, inspirational offerings.. I have the pleasure of
being a yoga student of the author. Much like her classes, this book is an invite to go on a
journey within yourself and use creative writing & art as a medium and develop personal spiritual
practices based on Dulsky’s guidance. I anxiously awaited the turn of each page to see how I
could be enlightened and led to creative work through my digging of my lost feminine along with
that of the Worlds’. Dulsky accomplishes explanation, with out heavy finger-pointing blame, of



the lost feminine in our society structures. She creates an invitation to mythwork and practices
offering wiggle room to claim a name for yourself (or not, as she repeatedly states that you are
unique). The Holy Wild takes you on a head-first deep dive into nature’s Holy Wild elements
while revealing the secrets of yourself, to yourself, spreading out into the world and the Ether.
Nature is our beacon home. Highly recommended! Let this provocative Creatrix entice you! My
artwork in the above photos were led through Dulsky’s ‘The Holy Wild’.I very much utilized the
highlighting & notes features of the Kindle Fire to copy & paste prompts in the mythwork. It was
ideal for instantly capturing my thoughts as I read and helpful to return to and print out.”

Jaclyn Cherie, “Revolutionarily Wild, and Wildly Revolutionary. Review from Jaclyn Cherie,
Creatrix of The Nephilim Rising:In Danielle's second book she brings the reader into the deep
forest, and deepest parts of our Pysche--guiding us each step of the way.This is a book that is
an elemental journey through Earth, Air, Fire, Water and, often forgotten, Ether; with poetry,
prose and ritual, Danielle delivers to her a reader a book that is a complete journey through what
we have been conditioned to believe and be, and how to uncondition ourselves; with her primal
words of wisdom Danielle helps us rebirth ourselves as what we were always meant to be:
wild.As I said in my review on Goodreads, this book is a balm for the Wild Woman's Soul and for
anyone who hears the call of the wild and doesn't know where to start; this book is not only a
perfect starting point, it's the ultimate destination.Page by page you will find your voice and by
the end, you will be howling.”

Janine Houseman, “Soul stuff, rituals, her-story- AMAZINGGGG!!!. This book, like Danielle’s first
book, has my eyes full of tears and my belly full of fire. I just received it two days ago, and I’m just
about screamed when it finally arrived! This book feels so necessary to the reclaiming of the
divine feminine. I am so grateful for the empowering words she shares with us. This collection of
words, ritual, and divine wild woman truth is unreal, I couldn’t put it down. I really enjoy the
journaling prompts through out that make it easy to remember and see what I am taking in from
my journey! Thank you Danielle! You’re killing it!!! ”

RLP, “For those that are compelled to follow your own belief system, this book is for you. I’m only
on page 2 but already find myself compelled to share a part of a paragraph that has completely
filled me with hope that I have finally found a book that teaches me to be me; “I am seeking you
out...the Witch who is handcrafting her own religion stitched from her own truth.” I give 4 stars
just for that small acknowledgement; I’ll save that last star for when I’ve finished the book...”

Million, “A call to arms!. This book will awaken a part of your soul you didnt know needed
awakening. It speaks directly TO you and fires up a passion for the beauty which is all around us.
Im not even finished yet and im in love with this book.”

Tahíche del Toro, “Ode to our wild feminine souls. Poetic, fierce, sublime”



Amanda Gootgarts, “Tis alright. I’m reading this after “witch” and it seems really redundant like
who wrote what first”

Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect!. Perfecto!”

The book by Danielle Dulsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 694 people have provided feedback.
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